A quantum mechanical model on histone modification is proposed. Along with the methyl / acetate or other groups bound to the modified residues the torsion angles of the nearby histone chain are supposed to participate in the quantum transition cooperatively. The transition rate W is calculated based on the non-radiative quantum transition theory in adiabatic approximation. By using W's the reaction equations can be written for histone modification and the histone modification level can be calculable from the equations, which is decided by not only the atomic group bound to the modified residue, but also the nearby histone chain. The theory can explain the mechanism for the correlation between a pair of chromatin markers observed in histone modification. The temperature dependence and the coherence-length dependence of histone modification are deduced. Several points for checking the proposed theory and the quantum nature of histone modification are suggested as follows: 1, The relationship between lnW and 1/T is same as usual protein folding. The non-Arhenius temperature dependence of the histone modification level is predicted. 2, The variation of histone modification level through point mutation of some residues on the chain is predicted since the mutation may change the coherence-length of the system. 3, Multi-site modification obeys the quantum superposition law and the comparison between multi-site transition and single modification transition gives an additional clue to the testing of the quantum nature of histone modification.
Introduction
Histone modification levels are predictive for gene expression [1] [2] . Histone modification profiles are also predictive for tissue/cell-type specific expression of both protein-coding and microRNA genes [3] . It was indicated that only multiple different covalent modifications at the terminus of histones can play their role cooperatively or antagonistically in gene expression (the so-called "histone code" hypothesis [4] ). The combinatorial patterns of histone modifications were studied in literatures [5] [6] and their causal and combinatorial relationships were inferred by Bayesian network method [7] . It is known that the chromatin markers are essentially bivalent-like. A pair of histone modifications generally involves an active and a repressive marker. For example, it was reported that quantitative models involving H3K4me3 (active) and H3K79me1 (repressive) are the most predictive of the expression levels in low CpG content promoters, whereas high CpG content promoters require H3K27ac (active) and H4K20me1 (repressive) [2] . How to understand the mechanism for the correlation between a pair of covalent modifications?
In a recent theory the protein folding was regarded as a quantum transition between torsion states on polypeptide chain [8] [9] . The importance of torsion state can be looked as follows: as a multi-atom system, the conformation of a protein is fully determined by bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles (dihedral angles), among which the torsion angles are most easily changed even at room temperature and usually assumed as the main variables of protein conformation. Simultaneously, the torsion potential generally has several minima the transition between which is responsible for the conformational change. All torsion modes between contact residues are assumed to participate in the quantum transition coherently in protein folding. The successes of the theory imply that many cooperative phenomena observed in molecular biology may be of quantum origin and the quantum coherence of torsional transitions may be responsible for the mechanism of cooperative motion of conformational-electronic system. In the following we will propose a mathematical theory to explain the long-distance correlation between bivalent-like chromatin markers.
The Histone Modification (HM) can be modeled as follows: Lysine, arginine and serine (threonine) on histone tail can be acetylated, methylated or phosphorylated [10] . Suppose a pair of modifications occurring at sites X a and X r . Along with the atomic groups (one two or three methyl groups or one acetate group, etc) bound to the modified residues the torsion angles {θ } of histone chain between X a and X r (possibly including torsion angles on the nearby histone modifying enzymes) participate in the quantum transition cooperatively. The dynamical variables of the system are denoted by ( x , θ ) where x={ , a r x x } represents the coordinate of atomic groups bound at site X a and X r respectively. We shall study the histone modification problem based on quantum conformational dynamics and discuss the experimental implications of the theoretical results.
Calculation of the histone modification rate
The wave function of the HM system M ( x ,
Here H ′ is a Hamiltonian describing the HM transition. We see that the atomic-group transition is always accompanied with the torsion transition from
The θ dependence of atomic-group wave function ( , ) x α ϕ θ can be deduced by the perturbation method, (8) into (6), only the second term is retained and one has
, ) i ar (10) In the following we shall assume that the torsion potential can be approximated by a harmonic potential with parameter { j ω } in the initial state and { ' j ω } in the final state. After thermal average over the initial states and summation over final states we have the HM transition rate 
The diagonal part is denoted as W dia （diagonal） and the non-diagonal as W ndi . When
by using the phonon annihilation/production operator
we have states for the j-th harmonic mode. In the above deduction the asymptotic formula for Bessel function [12] for z>>1 in (18)(19) [8] .
The net variation p of phonon number in torsion transition is much larger than 1 (see Eq 19, Δ >> ω ) due to the number N of torsion modes cooperatively participating in the transition not small. Considering Eq (17) can be simplified to 
we obtain
Eq (38) is in accordance with Luo-Lu's formula for the non-Arhenius temperature dependence of protein folding rate k f [9] only with the exception of the symbol of T/2 term, The temperature-sensitivity of the HM transition rate W makes the histone modification level also temperature-dependent. Here we have predicted the nearly same non-Arhenius temperature dependence of the histone modification as usual protein folding. The experimental test of this theoretical prediction is awaited for.
3.3 The relation between histone modification rate W and coherence length N is deduced.
The number of independent torsion angles in cooperative quantum transition is an important quantity in the theory. We call it coherence length. Eq（37）gives its relation to transition rate.
The relation is dependent of parameter γ. 
and
respectively. The symbol of lnW N ∂ ∂ is dependent of the parameter γ. As indicated in the previous work [9] , for most proteins S<0 and S T is in the order of 100. So, for the case of γ near 1 the transition rate decreases rapidly with coherence length. Through point mutation of some histone residue one can change the parameter N and test the above relation between transition rate and coherence length. 3.4 In principle, quantum coherence can occur in all degrees of freedom of torsion angles nearby the binding sites of atomic groups. In addition to the torsion angles on histone chain the coherence may extend to some torsion angles on histone modifying enzyme. For example in yeast, the influence of H3K14ac on H3K4me3 was observed in experiment through SAGA complex of acetylation enzyme Gcn5 [14] . This can be explained by the quantum correlation existing in the torsion angles of the H3K14ac acetylation enzyme and protein domain Chdl chromodomain which links to histone H3 methylation. 
